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state legislators are preventing its passage. She cited polls showing 80 percent of Iowa voters support the ERA. Neither state has ap-
proved the amendment.
ERA has been defeated in many state referendums. Schaffir countered.
Existing employment, tax and social security laws are sex-
neutral, she said. Sex-discriminates, sororities, and single-sex dormitories are protected under Title IX, she added. These would be jeopardized by the passage of the Equal Rights Amendment.
ERA would subject women to the same de-fits laws as men, she said. Present legal protections for women are being eroded by the Reagan Administration, con-
tended DaCrow.
An organization calling itself "Ladies Against Women" held a demonstration outside Krege Auditorium. Protesters carried placards proclaiming, "Sperm are people too," "My home is his castle," and "Repeal the law of evolution." Members of the group heckled Schaffir during the debate, but were shouted down by the rest of the audience.
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by Sam Shepard
The latest play by the Pulitzer
prize-winning playwright. Takes
place on the fringes of Holly-
wood, and follows a drifter and
his screenwriter brother. You’ll
find poetry insights in the verse
of the American "True West"

RUNDOWN
by Robert Fulford
Set in the Vietnam war, RUNDOWN
deals with the effects of the war on
this man, his former friend, and
the woman they both once loved,
and tells of his journey home.
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Appliances For Export anywhere in the world!

We feature all appliances—from refrigerators to video cassette recorders and transformers by most manufacturers including GE, Kelvinator, Westinghouse, Sony, Sansui, etc. Our 22 years of experience makes us experts in voltage, cycles, and all of the details of overseas shipments. And our prices are much below overseas prices.

For literature, advice and price information, write or call:
Appliances Overseas, Inc.
330 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10001 (212) 736-7860